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Abstract—A strategy of user ordering and time labeling for a de-
cision feedback (DF) detector in asynchronous code-division mul-
tiple-access communications is proposed and is proved to be op-
timal for the ideal DF detector. The proposed algorithm requires

( 4) offline operations, where is the number of users. Al-
though error propagation complicates the analysis of the actual DF
detector, computer simulations show that, with the proposed user
ordering and time labeling, the performance of an actual DF de-
tector overlays the theoretical bound in most cases.

Index Terms—Asynchronous, code-division multiple access
(CDMA), multiuser detection, optimal detection sequence.

I. INTRODUCTION

SINCE OPTIMAL multiuser detection of code-division
multiple-access (CDMA) communications is generally

NP-hard [1], suboptimal algorithms that provide reliable
performances with polynomial complexity have been widely
studied for more than 15 years. Among them, the linear detec-
tors and decision-driven detectors are particularly popular [1],
and the decision feedback (DF) detector [2] is one of the most
efficient of the latter category. Compared with the conventional
matched filter and the decorrelator, the DF detector provides
significantly better accuracy with only complexity [3].

Due to the successive cancellation structure of a DF detector,
user ordering plays an important role [1]. In synchronous
CDMA, the optimal ordering that maximizes the symmetric
energy (SE), which characterizes the asymptotic group detec-
tion error, of the decorrelating DF detector was found in [3]
and requires an offline computation. However, when
users are asynchronous, both user ordering andtime labeling
will affect performance [2].

In asynchronous CDMA, it is commonly accepted that users
should be detected either in decreasing order of their signal
powers or in chronological order of their arrival times. In syn-
chronous CDMA [3], there are different user orders, and or-
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dering users according to decreasing signal power is not neces-
sarily optimal when user correlations are considered; this re-
mains so in the asynchronous case. Furthermore, although it
may at first appear that ordering in terms of arrival times is at
least a fixed strategy, one can actually consider any user as the
first-arriving user by fixing a fictitious initial bit to be zero.

In this letter, we study user ordering and time labeling for the
DF detector. Although our final goal is to minimize its proba-
bility of error, even the asymptotic performance of a DF detector
is, due to error propagation, hard to estimate. In [2], assuming
no error propagation, the theoretical asymptotic performance of
the ideal DF detector is given. Building on this, we find a user
ordering and time labeling that maximizes the SE of the ideal DF
detector. We further show in computer simulations that, with the
proposed user ordering and time labeling, the asymptotic per-
formance of an actual DF detector is indistinguishable from the
theoretical performance bound. The overall computation for the
optimal user ordering and time labeling is shown to be ,
and is, of course, considered as offline computational load, since
it is required only once for a given user configuration.

II. A SYNCHRONOUSCDMA AND THE DF DETECTOR

The asynchronous CDMA system can be described in the
domain by [1]

(1)

where is a column vector of the received signal
(which is the output of matched filters at the receiver); is
the signature correlation matrix; is a diagonal matrix
whose th diagonal component is the square root of the signal
power of the th user; is the binary user signal vector;1 and

is a colored Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance
, where is the power of the white noise before the

matched filter. Assume that the relative delays between user sig-
nals with the same time index are within , i.e., signals
with the same time index overlap with each other. The corre-
lation matrix can be represented and can be factorized as
[1], [2]

(2)

where is a causal and stable minimum-phase matrix filter.
In (2), is a symmetric matrix with unity diagonal compo-
nents and whose off-diagonal components represent the corre-

1In the time-domain representation, we denoteb(n) to be the binary signal
vector for thenth time frame and denoteb (n) to be the binary signal of user
i in time framen. The assignment of thenth or (n + 1)st bit of each user to
b(n) is the time labeling issue.
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Fig. 1. Bit epochs for asynchronous CDMA (T is the symbol duration,� is
the time delay for useri).

Fig. 2. Bit epochs for an equivalent system by changing the time labeling of
user 1 in Fig. 1 (b (n� 1) in this figure is physicallyb (n) in Fig. 1).

lation between user signatures at the same time index; and
is a singular matrix whose components represent the signature
correlations relating to successive time frames. is a lower
triangular matrix. is a singular matrix, and it becomes strict
upper triangular when users are ordered chronologically [2].

The asynchronous CDMA system is illustrated in Fig. 1 and
a detailed description of the system model can be found in [1].

It is easy to see that the time labeling of the system is not
unique. In Fig. 1, suppose we change the time label for user 1:
an equivalent bit epoch can be obtained as in Fig. 2.

Applying the anticausal feed-forward filter
to both sides of (1), we obtain the white

noise model in both the domain and the time domain,
respectively [2]

(3)

where and is a zero-mean
white Gaussian noise vector.

The decorrelating DF detector for asynchronous CDMA [2]
makes decisions sequentially and utilizes past decisions in ad-
dition to channel outputs, where is given by

(4)
The DF detector assumes that the decisions for user bit

are made prior to the decision of , . Hence, the
performance is affected by both user ordering and time labeling.

In (4), assuming that the past decisions are correct, the asymp-
totic effective energy (AEE), which characterizes the asymp-
totic probability of detection error, of userin time index can
be represented by . The SE, which character-
izes the asymptotic probability of group detection error at time
index , can be found via [3]

(5)

III. OPTIMAL USERORDERING AND TIME LABELING

Rewrite the system model (3) as

(6)

Given the idealized assumption that the past decisions are cor-
rect, i.e., is known when detecting , the above
system model is equivalent to a synchronous CDMA model, in
which , termed the asymptotic effective
correlation (AEC), is the equivalent signature correlation ma-
trix. The DF detector with the idealized assumption is termed
“ideal” DF detector [2] since it does not suffer from the problem
of error propagation. We begin with the following.

Proposition 1: Given the time labeling, suppose
is the signature correlation matrix of the same

system, but with a different user order (is an arbitrary
permutation matrix). The AEC matrix of the permuted system
satisfies , i.e., the equivalent synchronous
system is invariant to user permutations.

Proof: Since factorization (2) is unique, given the require-
ment that be causal, stable, and minimum phase, instead of
proving the proposition directly, we show that if and
satisfy

(7)

then is the factorization of .
In fact, from , we have

and . Since

(8)

According to the assumption, we have

(9)

Therefore

(10)

which gives

(11)

Furthermore, it is easy to verify that, if is causal, stable,
and minimum phase, is also causal, stable, and minimum
phase.

Since the equivalent synchronous system is invariant to user
permutations, the SE of the ideal DF detector can be maxi-
mized by applying the user ordering technique in [3, Th. 1] to

. That is, select the first user of the new order (de-
note this user’s index as ) as one that has the highest AEE
among all users if each one of them were to be detected by a
decorrelator. For select the th user of the new
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order (denote this user’s index as) as the user that has the
highest AEE among the remaining users, when each
of them is detected by a decorrelator for the user-expurgated
channel consisting of just those remaining users. Then the op-
timal user order that maximizes SE is . A proof
of the optimality can be easily derived from [6, Prop. 1].

Evidently, we can perform user ordering for all possible time
labelings and choose the one that maximizes the SE. However,
obtaining and from and requires an iterative
procedure [4], which is computationally expensive. Since
and for different time labelings are different, we certainly
do not want to apply the iterative procedure to all time labelings
to find the best.

Fortunately, this is unnecessary. Given a time labeling, we
first order users according to their times of arrival (see Fig. 1).
Apparently, the chronological user ordering vector uniquely
represents the corresponding time labeling. For example,
the time labeling in Fig. 1 can be represented by a vector

, and the time labeling in Fig. 2 is represented
by a vector . To change time labeling from

to , we only need to change the time index definition of
user 1, i.e., , redefine in time labeling as
in time labeling .2 Consequently, we denote the conversion
from time labeling to by

user 1
(12)

Note that, for a valid time labeling, must overlap with
and for all . We have the following.

Proposition 2: Suppose there is a time labeling , where
converts to , i.e., user , redefine

in as in time label . Then can be separated into
two sets, , , where user 1 and is the rest of

the users in , i.e., . The operation can
also be written as

followed by (13)

Proof: Suppose user and user . Since the
users are ordered chronologically in, the delay of user signal
, termed as , is greater than the delay of user signal 1, termed

as . In other words, the relative delay between user signal
and user signal 1 is . Now, requires a
redefinition of in as in time label . The
relative delay between user signaland user signal 1 in
becomes . This means that and
in time label do not overlap, which is not valid according
to the assumption of the system model. Therefore, user
must be true.

Since
user 1

, , and are valid time labelings, we
can represent by (13).

FromProposition 2, it is easy to see that the only valid time
labelings are circular permutations, that is, ,

, , . Even better,
we have the following.

2An equivalent conversion can be expressed as8 j 6= 1, 8 n, redefining
b (n� 1) in time labelingT asb (n) in time labelingT . However, without
loss of generality, we only consider a single-direction conversion in this paper,
i.e.,8 (i; n), the redefinition ofb (n� 1) in T asb (n) in T is prohibited.

Fig. 3. Relation betweenRRR[0], RRR[1], FFF [0], FFF [1] matrices of different time
labelings.

Proposition 3: Partition , , , corre-
sponding to time labeling on their second diagonal
components (from upper-left corner) as

Then, the matrices corresponding to time labelingbecome,
respectively, , , , and

(14)

Proof: Suppose we view a -user -frame asyn-
chronous CDMA system as a -user synchronous CDMA
system. Assuming is large and ignoring the marginal
effects, the signature correlation matrix and the Cholesky
decomposition matrix of the synchronous system
are illustrated in Fig. 3.

By partitioning and according to the time frame defini-
tion of (shown by black solid lines in Fig. 3), the diagonal
block matrices are equal to and , respectively, while
the first sub-off-diagonal block matrices are and , re-
spectively (shown by the light-grey blocks in Fig. 3). Note that,
due to the circular-permutation relationship betweenand ,
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conversion of time labeling from to only changes the time
frame definition; hence, if we partition and according to
the time frame definition of (dashed grey lines in Fig. 3), the
resulting diagonal block matrices must equal and , re-
spectively, and the first sub-off-diagonal block matrices are
and (the dark-grey blocks in Fig. 3), respectively. This can
be easily extended to all time labelings.

It may also be observed fromProposition 3that the SEs of
the ideal DF detectors using chronological user ordering are
identical. Furthermore, the performances of the actual DF de-
tectors with chronological user ordering are identical as well,
since time labeling does not change the detection order of the
physical signals.

With the above results, the user ordering and time labeling
algorithm proceeds as follows.

User Ordering and Time Labeling Procedure

1) Suppose the , , , and matrices set for an
arbitrary time labeling and user ordering is given. Without
changing the time labeling, order users according to their
times of arrival and obtain the corresponding and

matrices viaProposition 1and (2).
2) Via Proposition 2, obtain the other time labelings

with the corresponding chronological user order.
3) Via Proposition 3, obtain the corresponding ,

matrices for the other time labelings.
4) Compute for all different time labelings.
5) Apply the user ordering proposed in [3, Th. 1] to

for the time labelings to obtain the op-
timal user order and the corresponding SE of the ideal
DF detector for the time labelings.

6) Choose the time labeling and user ordering pair that max-
imizes the ideal SE.

IV. COMPUTERSIMULATIONS

In this section, we use computer simulations to show the ef-
fect of the proposed user ordering and time labeling on the
performance of an actual DF detector. In generating the signa-
ture correlation matrix, we use the system model introduced in
[5]. The time delays of user signals are random and uniformly
distributed within a symbol duration. The square roots of user
signal powers, , are random and uniformly distributed in
[2, 7]. Fig. 4 shows a 29-user example. We compare the perfor-
mances of the DF detector with chronological user ordering, the
DF detector with decreasing power user ordering (with a ran-
domly generated time labeling), the DF detector and the ideal
DF detector with optimal user ordering and time labeling. Since
the ideal DF detector assumes no error propagation, the perfor-
mance of the ideal DF detector with optimal user ordering and
time labeling serves as a theoretical lower bound to the perfor-
mance of an actual DF detector. Apparently, this lower bound is
not necessarily reachable.

In synchronous CDMA, ordering users according to de-
creasing signal power should be near optimal. However, this
appears not to be so in asynchronous CDMA. As shown

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of different detectors. 29 users, 31-length
binary random signature sequences, 1 000 000 Monte–Carlo runs.

in Fig. 4, the performance of the DF detector with users
ordered according to decreasing power can be almost as bad
as chronological user ordering. Further, the performance
differences between the practical DF detector and the ideal DF
detector, both with optimal user ordering and time labeling, are
indistinguishable at high signal-to-noise ratios.

V. CONCLUSION

The time labeling and user ordering that jointly optimize the
asymptotic performance of an ideal decision feedback detector
in asynchronous CDMA are given. Simulation results show that
the ordering provided is not just asymptotically optimal (i.e., in
terms of symmetric energy), but is also practically significant.
The proposed ordering can be performed offline with a compu-
tational complexity of . The performance improvement
can be substantial when compared with a chronological or a
received signal power user ordering, the natural and simplest
first choices. The ideas can easily be extended to group deci-
sion feedback detection [6] in asynchronous CDMA.
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